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Ellesmere College Titans Swimming Academy
The College recognises that there are many drivers
for success besides sheer hard work: confidence,
motivation, determination and ambition play equally
important parts. The College seeks to develop these
characteristics, alongside the academy training
programme, through our educational provisions.

Ellesmere College – Forward in its thinking

The Ellesmere College Titans Swimming Academy was
established in 2008 to coincide with the opening of the
College’s new pool. It was conceived by Ellesmere College
and the parents of some of the top young swimmers in the
UK, united in their desire to create an ambitious, positive
and competitive swimming environment.

The Result

• A centre of swimming excellence in the heart of the
North Shropshire countryside • An environment where
winning and competing at the highest level is the benchmark
for success • A belief that, if it is possible, we can achieve it
• A highly personalised and individual coaching set up in
which the head coach knows each and every swimmer
and cares passionately about their success
• A positive and contagiously enthusiastic culture.
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Ellesmere College
Forward in its Thinking
Ellesmere College is a co-educational school for pupils aged 7-18,
set in 144 acres of glorious rural North Shropshire, just half a mile
from the historic canal-side town of Ellesmere. Whilst rural in its
location, it is a relatively short distance from a number of main-line
railway stations and international airports.
The College continues to thrive and grow today due, in no small
way, to our focus on the needs and development of each individual
student. The College prides itself on its policy of accepting pupils
across a wide range of the academic ability spectrum, but the focus
on individual support and development means that all pupils can
achieve their very best. It is this commitment to the individual
that enables the College to welcome pupils with a wide variety of
talents and ambitions.
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Boarding at Ellesmere
The boarding houses within Ellesmere College are tailored to meet
the needs of children from the age of eight upwards. All of the
Housemasters and Housemistresses are provided with information
on the specific needs of each swimmer and wherever possible
swimmers are roomed together. All training takes place on the
school campus, eliminating travelling time and ensuring a safe and
familiar environment.

First Class Education

Scholarships and financial assistance

The College regularly enjoys outstanding inspection reports from
bodies such as the Independent Schools Inspectorate and OFSTED
Child Protection, the most recent of which can be found on the
College website. Academic results are excellent. Ellesmere offers
the International Baccalaureate Programme alongside A-levels in
the Sixth Form, and the average score for the International
Baccalaureate is usually in a range equivalent to A★, A★ A★ at A level.
In overall terms the College’s Sixth Form leavers usually average
the equivalent in A-level grades of A, B, B. Recently one of our
International Baccalaureate Diploma candidates achieved 45 points
(the top mark), formally equivalent to 6 ½ A grades at A-level, and
was one of only 100 candidates in the world to achieve that level.
Given that the College continues to require only 5 GCSEs at
grade C to enter the Sixth Form the results are quite exceptional.
A wide range of subjects are on offer at GCSE level including GCSE
PE and, introduced recently, BTEC Sports Level 3 (A-level equivalent).

A swimming scholarship or award is based purely on merit. An
award can be worth up to 50% of the fees (boarding or day) and
is made on the basis of an assessment of swimming ability. Where
appropriate other skills can also be taken into account and a variety
of other scholarships and all-rounder awards are available. As with
all candidates for places at the College, we need to be confident
when offering places that prospective pupils can thrive academically,
so an academic and behavioural reference is an important part of
any assessment.
As a general guidance for considering any sporting scholarship at
the College, a candidate – to be worthy of consideration – will
be performing at a level above County representation standard.
To be performing at this level by no means guarantees an award,
but performance below this level would be an indication that
a scholarship award was unlikely to be made. In exceptional
circumstances awards may be supplemented additionally by bursaries.

The Environment

Bursaries

Ellesmere is aware that swimming is not the only factor when
considering joining the College. The academic time table is carefully
constructed to allow those pupils with sporting interests to be
able to balance studies with training commitments. There is careful
monitoring of academic progress to ensure the player is coping
with the demand of both academia and sports.

Bursaries are best regarded as means-tested merit awards below
the standard of scholarship level. There are two aspects to the
award of a bursary: an assessment of merit, as outlined above,
and an assessment of parental financial circumstances. For further
information on awards and bursaries please contact the College
Admissions Department.

Our aim is to inspire and encourage young swimmers
to be the best they can be
T 44 (0)1691 622321
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Chris Walker-Hebborn at London 2012 Olympics

Over the last four years Titan Swimmers have enjoyed unprecedented successes at
County, Regional and National Levels; Multiple all-time Number 1 UK long course Age
Group Ranking Records; English and British Records; numerous British Championship,
National Age Group and Youth Qualifiers, finalists and medalists; promotion in
consecutive seasons to the North West National Arena Premier League...
And that’s just the beginning.

The Titans – a vanguard for change
There is a saying “If you always do what you’ve always done...
you’ll always get what you’ve always got”. This could be no more
true than in the sport of swimming, where years of unimaginative
training – ploughing up and down pools – has left many swimmers
bored and disillusioned. The Titans are proud to be different and
to be the vanguard for change.
The Titans training programme is designed to deliver both fitness
and technical skills whilst maintaining interest and motivation by
offering variety and challenging sessions. It seeks to bring strength
and depth to the programme through its choice of coaches and
by harnessing the benefits of cross-training.

First Class Facilities
• 25m pool with starting blocks; anti-wave lane lines; Colorado
		 Time Systems digital pace clocks; Instant Underwater video and
		 Dartfish analysis & feedback; Vasa Swim Benches. Built in 2007.
• State of the art Trixter X-Bike training studio.
• Fully Equipped weights and fitness suite.
• Sports conference room – used for athlete briefings,
		 target setting and goal-setting sessions and parent meetings.
• Regular Yoga sessions – involving advanced
		 stretching techniques.
T 44 (0)1691 622321

Training without sleep deprivation –
It’s not a dream!
Realising the importance to young swimmers of sleep, Titan
swimmers are uniquely able to take advantage of 18+ hours of
weekly pool sessions and dryland training at young swimmer
friendly times – without undue sleep deprivation. Our morning
sessions never start before 6.30am and evening training is always
finished by 8pm.

Trixter X-Bike Studio
Drawing on the experience and practice of the top US elite
swimming centres we have become the first training set-up in the
UK to introduce the use of Trixter X-Bikes into our scheduled
training sessions – in our own state of the art Trixter X-Biking
Studio. We often incorporate triathlon-type training sets (usually
incorporating 800-1500 swims, 12-15min Trixter X-Bike rides
and 2000m+ runs) into our weekly schedule.

Dryland Strength & Conditioning
Our strength and conditioning programme is an intrinsic part of
our coaching philosophy and is outstanding in both it’s innovative
content and delivery.
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Titans On Tour

2013 National Open Water Champions

Swim Yoga

Swim Camps

When you watch world class swimmers, one of the first things
you notice is their ease and grace. Their movements are smooth,
balanced, and fluid; it looks as if they are exerting very little effort,
while those around them are struggling to keep pace.
The reason for this is not that they are naturally gifted and do not
have to try; they are working as hard or harder than everyone
else in the race. The reason their swimming appears to be so easy
stems from coordination of muscle, breathing, and the body letting
them focus their energy in the right places instead of expending
it unnecessarily. Yoga can help swimmers learn to develop this
coordination.
Yoga also complements pool training by introducing two legs of
the fitness triad: strength building and flexibility.
Consistent practice of yoga also yields extended muscles, as
opposed to the contracted, compact muscles associated with
running or cycling, and extended muscles are physiologically
necessary for a swimmer.
All of our Titan Swim Yoga sessions are coordinated by a specialist
qualified instructor.

Over the last few years we have attended swim camps at the Race
Club in Florida, Slovenia, Tenerife and The Best Centre in Majorca.

Sports Science and Medicine
Our Chartered physiotherapist makes regular visits to the school
– enabling quick and expert injury treatment and sports massage
therapy when required.
Regular classroom sessions are held with guest nutritionists, sports
psychologists and motivational speakers.

Matthew Syed (author of Bounce) recognising Titans as a talent hotspot

Potential elite athletes often appear in clusters rather than as isolated performers.
This is no coincidence. Talented young people working together can drive, inspire,
challenge and support each other to achieve their potential. The Titans is all about
helping to develop and foster the best environment in which talent can thrive.
Jon Pardoe, Director of Swimming, Ellesmere College Titans
T 44 (0)1691 622321
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Hector Pardoe on his way to another all-time UK Ranking Record.

Darren Mew coaching at Majorca Camp 2011.

Gary Hall JNR coaching a young Titan swimmer.

Titans 2013 National Championship Qualifiers

Our Coaches
Jon Pardoe – Director of Swimming

Alan Bircher – Head Coach

Founder of the Titans, Jon Pardoe, is an ASA licensed UKCC Level
3 coach with years of experience in developing some of the best
young swimmers in the UK. In the run-up to London 2012 he was
selected by the ASA as one of only 80 coaches in the UK for the
“Advanced Coaching programme” – designed to ensure gold medal
success and the legacy beyond. Uniquely, Jon brings with him a
wealth of new ideas and vision from his previous entrepreneurial
business background in which he started, built and ultimately sold
one of Britain’s most successful financial services and insurancebased companies.

Alan was a member of the British swimming team from 1997
until his retirement in 2008. During that long spell as a top
international swimmer, Alan represented Great Britain at
6 World Championships from 2003-2008, winning a silver medal
in Dubai 2004.
He also competed at 3 European Championships, one in the pool
and two open water, winning a silver medal in 2004. Alan was a 10
time British Champion at 1500m in the pool, 5km and 10km open
water, a multiple World Cup Stage winner and twice European
Cup Champion.
Since his retirement from elite competitive swimming, Alan has
quickly grown a reputation as one of the top young coaches in
the UK having previously coached national champions, age group
national champions, multiple district and county champions. Alan
is an ASA licensed UKCC level 3 Coach and, like Jon, was also one
of the 80 coaches selected throughout the UK to participate in the
ASA Advanced Coaching Programme.
Alan is the Head Coach of the England Talent Central Group.
His greatest achievement to date has been coaching German
international Steffi Bircher (Biller) to second place in the Fina World
Cup and to the Rome 2009 World Championships.

Darren Mew –
Breaststroke Consultant Coach

Greatness isn’t born...
It’s grown.
Steffi Bircher – Assistant Coach
Steffi Bircher is a former German International swimmer.
She retired from the sport after her 7th World Championships in
2009 and decided to move into teaching and coaching.

As a finalist in both the 2000 Sydney and 2004 Athens Olympics,
winner of numerous World Championship and Commonwealth
Games medals, and the holder of multiple English, British
and Commonwealth records, Darren brings a wealth of elite
international swimming experience to the Titans coaching set-up
• In 2004 Darren set the 3rd fastest 100m breaststroke and 5th
fastest 50m breaststroke time in history

Tim Hastie - Assistant coach
Tim is a fully qualified UKCC Level 3 Coach with years of
experience in developing young swimmers.
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“Potential elite athletes often appear in clusters rather than as
isolated performers. This is no coincidence. Talented young people
working together can drive, inspire, challenge and support each
other to achieve their potential. The Titans is all about helping to
develop and foster the best environment in which talent can thrive.”

Hector Pardoe National 12/U Open Water Champion 2013

Titans in Majorca’

Hector Pardoe 2012 National Championship Bagcat Award Winner

Murrin Dalrymple 2013 National Finalist’

To discuss this opportunity further and to seize control of the future,
contact Jon Pardoe at jonpardoe@hotmail.co.uk or on 07903 641668
www.ellesmerecollegetitans.co.uk

Like us

The Registrar
Ellesmere College, Ellesmere, Shropshire, SY12 9AB
T 01691 622 321 E registrar@ellesmere.com
W www.ellesmere.com
facebook.com/EllesmereColl
Follow us @ellesmerecoll

